
 

SESSION 2020-21 (WEEKLY TEST I PORTION) 

CLASS IV 

SUBJECT: COMPUTER 

CHAPTER 1: INPUT, OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES. 

DAY 1 

Students are to read the following topics: 
 
           A computer is an electronic device that accepts data and instructions given by 
the user, processes them accordingly and gives meaningful results. 
           A computer system performs three basic functions: Input, Processing and 
Output. It is called the working cycle of a computer. 
 
PARTS OF A COMPUTER 
A computer system is made up of four types of devices: Input devices, Processing 
device, Output devices and Storage devices. 
 
I. INPUT DEVICES: The devices through which we enter data and instructions are 

called Input devices. Examples:  

 Keyboard: It is used to input data 
and instructions into the computer. 
A standard keyboard has 104 keys 
which are divided into four groups- 
Typing keys, Function keys, 
Navigation keys and Control keys. 
Sir Christopher Latham Sholes was the inventor of QWERTY keyboard. 
 

 Mouse: It is a hand-held pointing device. It 
is used to control the movement of the 
pointer to select an object, open files and 
folders and draw pictures etc. Dr Engelbart is 
the inventor of computer mouse.  

 

 Microphone: It is used to record voice, music and sound into 
the computer system.  

 
 

 
 

 

 Touchpad: On a laptop, a touch sensitive pad is 
used. We can control the movement of the 
pointer on the screen by moving the finger on the 
touchpad.   



 Touchscreen: It is a computer screen sensitive to 
the touch. On a touchscreen we can select objects 
directly by touching them with fingers. They are 
used in cell phones, laptops, ATMs etc.  
 
 

 

 Light pen: It is a pen like pointing device used to 
select objects on the display screen.  
 
 
 
 

 Scanner: It is a device that reads the text or pictures printed on a paper and 
translates the information into a form that a computer understands. Two 
commonly used scanners are: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

i) Flat-bed scanner                                       ii) Hand- held scanner 
 

 Digital Camera: It is used to take photographs and 
record videos which are stored in the memory chip 
inside the camera.  
 
 
 

 

 Web Camera: It is connected to the computer for 
capturing still images and live videos. It can be used to 
chat live with friends and relatives using the internet. 

DAY 2 



 
ASSIGNMENT I: (To be written in computer copy, both questions and answers. One has 
been done for you). 
 

1. What are the three basic functions that a computer performs? 
Ans: Input, Processing, Output. 
2. Name the four types of devices that make a computer system. 
3. Name any two pointing devices. 
4. What are the four different types of keys in a keyboard? 
5. Who is the inventor of computer mouse? 
6. Which input device is used to record sound? 
7. Which device is used to control the movement of the pointer on a laptop? 
8. Name two types of scanners. 
9. Which input device is used to have live chat with friends and relatives? 

 

DAY 3 

II. PROCESSING DEVICE: CPU is the brain of the computer where it 
processes and stores information, performs calculations and sends 
results to the output devices.  
 
 
 
CPU stands for Central Processing Unit. Its three main parts are:  

a. Memory Unit (MU): It stores information either temporarily or permanently.  
 

b. Arithmetic and Logical Unit (ALU): It performs all arithmetic calculations and logical 
operations. 

  
c. Control Unit (CU): It works like a traffic policeman that controls all the other units and 

devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

III. OUTPUT DEVICES: It is used to display the data that we enter into a computer and the 
results that we get after processing. Examples: 
 

      MEMORY UNIT 

 

       CONTROL UNIT 

 

              ALU 

       INPUT  

       DEVICE 

      OUTPUT 

      DEVICE 



 Monitor: It is the most common output device which looks like a TV. The output 
shown on the monitor is called Soft Copy. 
 
 
 
Types of monitors: 
 

i.   CRT Monitors: These are less expensive but consume     
      more power.  

ii. LCD Monitors: These monitors are much  
thinner, 
 lighter and consume less   electricity.  

iii. LED Monitors: LED monitors look same as LCD but have  
better picture quality and are much in demand than LCD.  

       
 
 

 Speakers: These are used to listen to music and sound 
effects.  
 
 
 
 
 

 Printer: It prints the output on a paper. The printed copy 
of the output is called Hard Copy. Types of printers: 
 

 Dot Matrix Printer: It works like a typewriter. 
It is noisy and does not produce quality 
output. It gives output only in black and 
white.  
 
 

 
 
 
 Inkjet Printer: It sprays droplets of ink on the 
paper to form text and graphics. It can give the output 
both in black and white and colour.  
 



 
 

 
 Laser Printer: It uses laser beams and dry ink to 

print. It prints very fast and gives high quality 
output. It is mainly used in publishing houses.  
 

 
 3D Printer: These printers create objects in 3D 
using additive processes. In this process, an object is 
created by laying down successive layers of material 
until an object is entirely made. They are much costlier 
than other printers.  
 
 

 

DAY 4 

ASSIGNMENT II: (To be written in computer copy, both questions and answers). 
 

1. Write the full forms of: 
 i. CPU         ii. MU      iii. ALU      iv. CU 

       2.   Which part of the CPU performs arithmetic calculations and logical operations? 
       3.   Which output device is used to listen to music and sound effects? 
       4.   What is Soft Copy? 
       5.   What is the printed copy of the output known as? 
       6.   Name any two input devices and  any two output devices. 
       7.   Name the types of printers. 
       8.   Name the three types of Monitor. 
 

DAY 5 



IV.  STORAGE DEVICES: It is used to store the data and instructions entered by the user. The 
data is stored in the computer memory in the form of binary digits or bits (0 and 1) 
 
             Every computer has a certain amount of memory which determines how much data 
and instructions can be stored in the computer either temporarily or permanently. 
 

MEMORY SIZE 

8 Bits = 1 Byte 1024 TB = 1 Petabyte (1PB) 

1024 Bytes = 1 Kilobyte (1 KB) 1024 PB = 1 Exabyte (1 EB) 

1024 KB = 1 Megabyte (1 MB) 1024 EB = 1 Zettabyte (1 ZB) 

1024 MB = 1 Gigabyte (1 GB) 1024 ZB = 1 Yottabyte (1 YB) 

1024 GB= 1 Terabyte (1 TB)  

 
 
             The memory of a computer is of two types: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Internal Memory: It is the built-in memory which stores data and instructions while 
the computer is working. It is of two types: 
 
i) Random Access Memory (RAM): It stores data 

temporarily and the data is lost when the 
computer is turned off or when the power goes 
off. RAM is also called Volatile Memory.  

ii) Read Only Memory (ROM): The instructions stored in RAM cannot be changed 
but can only be read. It stores the start up 
instructions that prepare a computer for use. 
It retains the information even when the 
power is switched off. Therefore, It is called 
non-volatile memory.  
 

 
 

DAY 6 

     MEMORY 

Internal (Primary 

or Main) Memory 

External (Secondary) 

Memory 

RAM ROM Hard 

disk 

Flash/Pen 

Drive 

Memory 

Card 
CD/DVD/Blu 

ray Disk 



 External Memory: It is used to store information for a long period. Data stored in 
external memory is not lost even when the computer is turned off. External memory 
is essential because internal memory has limited storage capacity.  
 
 
Examples of storage devices: 
i) Hard Disk: It is the main storage device in a 

computer. It is fixed inside the CPU box. It can store 
up to 16TB (16 Terabytes) of data.  
 
 

 
ii) Compact Disk (CD): It is a thin, shiny, circular disk that  
can store up to 700 MB of data and measures 4.7 inches in 
diameter.  
 
 
 

 
iii) Digital Versatile Disk or Digital Video Disk (DVD): It 

looks like a CD. Its storage capacity varies from 4.7 GB 
to 17 GB. 
 
 
 

 

  
iv) Blu-Ray Disk: It is mainly used for storing high quality 
sound, games, movies etc. It can store up to 128 GB of data.  
 
 
 
 

v) Flash Drive: It is popularly known as Pen Drive. It is 
small, light weight and removable plug and play device. 
It can be connected to the USB (Universal Serial Bus) 
port. It can store up to 4 TB of data.  
 

 
 
vi) Memory Card: It is used to store music, photos, videos 
etc in devices like mobile phones, digital cameras and music 
players. Multimedia cards are available in various storage 
capacities ranging up to 512 GB.  

 
 

DAY 7 



ASSIGNMENT III: (To be written in computer copy, both questions and answers. One has 
been done for you). 
 

1. Name the two types of memory of a computer. 
Ans: Internal Memory and External memory 
2. What are the two types of Internal Memory? 
3. Which internal memory is called Volatile Memory? 
4. Name the type of Internal Memory where the stored instructions cannot be changed 

but can only be read. 
5. What is the main storage device in a computer and what is its storage capacity? 
6. What is the diameter of a CD? 
7. Write the storage capacities of the following devices: 

 i. CD          ii. DVD      iii. Blu-Ray Disk        v. Flash Drive      vi. Multimedia Card. 
 

8. What is a Flash Drive popularly known as? 
9. Name the storage device that is used in mobile phones, digital cameras to store 

photos, videos etc. 
10. Write the full forms of:    i. RAM        ii. ROM       iii. CD       iv. DVD        v. USB 
11. Fill in the blanks: i) ………… MB = 1 GB               ii) 8 bits = 1 ………. 

 
ACTIVITY: (NOT to be written.) 
For concept clarity, students can be encouraged to discuss the following topics with parents: 

1. Difference between CRT Monitor and LCD monitor. 
2. How is Laser Printer better than Dot Matrix Printer. 
3. Difference between Touch Pad and Touch Screen. 

 
 

********* 
 


